
ADDITIONAL SUGGESTIONS FROM GOLF NSW RE PENNANT PLAY 
 

1. These added terms should be read in conjunction with the other Super Senior documents – Host 

Club Official’s Duties and Convenor’s Duties, which have been sent to each participating Club and 

appear under the RULES filter on the Super Senior website. 

2. These added Terms are designed to protect the health of all attendees and those they may come 

into contact with, and to address the risk faced by those host clubs who have generously made 

their facilities available for the Pennant competition. 

3. Any player or person who is prohibited from travelling to a venue on the date of a Game, due to 

border restrictions in place in NSW must not travel, attend or participate in that Game. 

4. For the conditions applying in this jurisdiction, refer to https://www.nsw.gov.au/covid-19/latest-

news-and-updates, including travel updates and workers in ‘high-risk settings’. 

5. ASSURANCES: On the day of a Game, a Host venue representative should obtain and make note 

of an oral assurance from a Team representative that no player or team-related official breaches 

these requirements. If a breach is detected, the host venue is obliged to contact the relevant health 

authorities immediately, with whatever consequences that entails. 

6. CONTACT TRACING: Team Managers/Host Club Officials should ensure that all relevant player 

details are provided on the Game Result Sheet including individual player phone numbers. A note 

should also be made of those players/spectators who travel together in the same vehicle and who 

are not from the same household. The latter details can be safely destroyed after 28 days. 

7. GENERAL PRACTICES/HYGIENE: Pennant attendees are reminded to: 

a. Maintain physical distance between themselves and others, on and off the golf course, 

b. Practice good hand and respiratory hygiene while travelling and playing, 

c. Manage physical distancing if sharing vehicles or using bus travel and ensure touchpoint surfaces 

are cleaned, 

d. Download and activate the COVID Safe app, 

e. Exercise judgement and leave a site if it is too crowded, or there are ‘groups’ nearing 20 in 

number, 

f. Do not travel to or participate in a Game if you are unwell 

8.  COVID-Safe Plans: All host venue clubs must have COVID–Safe plans and to have implemented 

new operating arrangements accordingly. All Pennant attendees are to observe the various 

requirements of the host venue, including: 

a. Access and use of clubhouse, locker rooms and Pro Shop, 

b. Use of golf carts – eg. Any ‘one driver’ limits if shared carts are allowed, and 

c. Safe provision of food and/or drink, complimentary or otherwise. 

9. CADDIES: Caddies are prohibited from participating in Super Senior Pennant matches. 

10. SPECTATORS: Team Managers/Host Club Officials should ensure that to assist with spectator 

management, spectators at Pennant games should be limited to one spectator per player. 

11. TEMPORARY LOCAL RULES: All players should familiarize themselves with the temporary local 

rules at the host club, as there may be variations pertaining to preferred lies in bunkers and 

ensuring flagsticks are not removed from the hole. 
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